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Success Story short version 

More laser power for high performance applications (for anti-wear coatings) 
The development of cost-efficient wear protection techniques such as hardfacings and overlays for abrasion, corrosion, and 
thermomechanical protection, based on laser technolog allows increasing the lifetime of critical components. A state of the 
art 8 kW direct-diode laser allows the processing of sophisticated hardfacings with novel microstructures. This laser offers 
the possibility to apply a high end surface processing technology. The laser equipment is particularly suited for industrial 
sampling and prototyping in order to optimise process parameters and develop taylor-made hardfacings while 
simultaneously achieving high deposition rates. 

Success Story long version 

In many industrial applications, such as mining, forming or steel production, processes expand towards regimes where 
temperatures and mechanical loads on components become destructive. Additional factors, e.g., thermo-mechanical 
stresses, aggressive chemical substances can superpose, bringing conventional materials to their limits. The best-choice of 
materials for providing simultaneous wear and corrosion protection of tools and components is of high importance. One of 
the most economical surface treatment technology to increase the durability and efficiency of metal parts subjected to 
contact loading is by laser hardfacing. Hardfacing is best defined as the process of deposition a layer or layers of metal of 
specific properties on certain areas of metal parts that are exposed to aggressive conditions, such as wear or corrosion. 
The possibility to apply such welding overlay coatings selectively and in various thicknesses to suit exact requirements 
describes laser hardfacing as a very economical method for combating wear.  

  
Fig 1: 8 kW High Power Direct Diode Laser at AC²T Fig. 2: Build-up of threads by laser hardfacing on a worm gear  

This laser equipment is particularly suited for industrial sampling and prototyping in order to optimise the process 
parameters and develop taylor-made hardfacings (Fig. 2). Laser hardfacings can be classified according to their 
composition into iron, nickel or cobalt alloys. Often, metallic matrices are reinforced with hard particles, creating metal 
matrix composites. Hardfacings provide excellent protection against abrasive wear at elevated temperatures. We combine 
the analysis of degradation mechanisms at high temperature with the use of maintenance- and plant downtime data in 
order to establish a reliable life cycle cost evaluation of plant components. The focus is set on components failing by high 
temperature wear with the aim of increasing the lifetime of components and reducing maintenance costs. Laser hardfacings 
have been successfully applied for improving the severe wear undergone by high temperature crusher components during 
steel production. By identifying the dominant processing parameters it is possible to optimize hardfacing alloy systems in 
terms of wear performance.  

Effects 

Maintenance intervals of wear components can be increased by selecting suitable wear resistant materials. Laser 
hardfacings are a cost-effective technology that allows a reduction of production costs by using surfaces with superior wear 
resistance and a high flexibility on the selection of hardfacings materials to match specific applications. 
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